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The life and outlook of a Flight-Cadet in those days 
was well given in a Chaucerian stanza in the College 
Journal:- • 
An Ayremanne was ther, journaying with hem ther, 
I wis hee came from frozen Lincolnshere. 
A sidcotte suit hys forme envelopt quite, 
Goggels hee wore, for sayvynge of hys sight ; 
Bootes, flyinge, thighe, payres one, were on hys feete, 
And on hys hedde a leatherne helmet neat. 
Hee ruddye was of hys complexioun 
From flyinge al so high anear the soune, 
From flyinge much his face as clere as redde, 
Hys lokkes cut to streamelyne hys hedde ; 
Wel loved hee to Lincolne to resorte : 
On gueste-nightes hee drank a glasse of Porte. 
Hys flyinge filled hys fader with affryt 
For scarce he seemed to remayne upryte. 
For hee wolde Spinnes eke and Half-Rolles make, 
And hee colde lupe right wel I undertake. 
On Sounendaies, in Barathea y-drest, 
Hee marched to the Kirke wyth al the reste; 
Hee lysten'd to the Persoune and the Clerke 
And syngen hyms as gaie as anie larke. 
Hys buttons on parayde were always bryte, 
Hys puttyes alwys laced were y-tight 
And never fowle or muddie were hys shoon ; 
Hee alwys did hys Preparacioun. 
Hys P. and M. was never lackynge geere: 
Hee was a verie parfitt oficere. 

N. Y. 

On Monday, zoth December, 1920, the first of the 
half-yearly inspections of the College was made by the 
Secretary of State for War (Mr. Winston Churchill, 
M.P.) and the Chief of the Air Staff; and the first body 
of cadets commissioned from the College passed out. 
It was stated then that the object of the College was to 

emphasize the fact that although an officer who could 
not fly was useless for the general duties of the Air Force, 
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yet the mere ability to fly by no means qualified a cadet 
to become an officer. It was held then-as it is held 
now-that flying in the Royal Air Force would more and 
more assume the same relative importance as riding did 
in the Cavalry and marching in the Infantry. 
The College started without local traditions, and at 

first in some things, like the appointment of Under 
Officers and Non-commissioned Officers in the senior 
term, followed the examples of Woolwich and Sandhurst, 
with whom Cranwell* has had its premier fixtures in 
many games for many years. But gradually the College 
has contrived many interesting and useful traditions of 
its own. For instance, there is at the College a creditable 
tradition of academic study, and not least in those 
subjects which do not appear at first sight to have a 
direct bearing upon the Service. There are also at the 
College many useful internal traditions governing the 
relationship of the different terms of the College. 
There is a keen inter-squadron competition in all 

games which is fostered by trophies. These inter 
squadron games collect large crowds of cadets, amid 
which can be descried senior officers yielding to none 
in their anxieties and enthusiasm as the fortunes of their 
squadrons wax and wane. 
The traditions of Cranwell have been built up in various 

ways, and those who wish for a full record will find it 
in the College Journal. Thus, whereas in the old days 
cadets hardly flew at all in their first year, now every 
cadet on passing out has flown on an average for about 
135 hours; and perhaps the most coveted prize is the 
Memorial Prize given for flying in memory of Air Com 
modore R. M. Groves. 
Practical flying naturally figures largest in the pro 

gramme. Flying begins in a flight cadet's first term on 
a training machine, the Avro Tutor, and after about ten 
hours' dual instruction, on the average, a cadet goes solo. 
He still has much to learn, however, as the full range 

of flying and aerobatics is taught, and he reverts to dual 
* Together recently with the Metropolitan Police College. 
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instruction at regular intervals so that his progress may 
be checked and each new step properly learned ; until 
at the end of his first year he has thoroughly mastered the 
training type. 

At the commencement of his second year the cadet 
passes on to a Service type, when he again receives dual 
instruction until he is proficient to fly solo, and he 
continues to fly Service types throughout the remainder 
of his time at the College ; and, having passed the tests, 
he is then recommended to fly the type most suited to 
his capabilities and interests-i.e., Army Co-operation 
Aircraft, Day Bombers, or Single Seater Fighters. 
The content of the ground syllabus of work has been 

modified from time to time on the principle that a wise 
man is a full man, and that it is necessary to make good 
officers as well as good pilots. Prizes are offered twice 
yearly for Science, Engineering, History and English, as 
well as for Service Subjects. The College Journal, the 
Debating Society, the Literary and Dramatic Society, 
the Library with 10,000 volumes of recreational and 
reference books, illustrate well the different aspects of 
the education given at the College, and the policy of 
those who wish it well and are conversant with the 
methods of the modern Service college. 
In addition to a large facility for the usual games like 

rugger, soccer, racquets, swimming and fencing, the College 
has the distinction of a pack of Beagles. The one time 
" New Forest " was purchased, and has ever since 
provided good sport for those officers and flight-cadets 
who do not go out with the local foxhound packs of 
the Blankney and the Belvoir, and yet like to see good 
hound work. 
The strength of the College has been gradually 

increased, and since September, 1930, there have been 
three squadrons, " A," " B " and " C." The smallness 
of the squadrons has the effect of increasing the indi 
viduality of cadets, most of whom in their fourth term 
are bound to hold some office ; and so are given a chance 
to contribute their share to the College life and make 
their mark. 
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MACJ:IINES WHICH HAVE BEEN USED AT CRANWELL. 

1. Nieuport. 
5, Sopwith Camel. 

2. Sopwith Pup. 
6. Handley Page. 

3. D.H.4. 
7. Avro.K. 

4. Bristol Scout. 
8. S.S. Airship. 


